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COLUMNISTS
ILLINOIS STUDENT WRITES FROM JAPAN

Ameet Sachdev

The word for ‘earthquake’
rumbled through theater

State looks
to seize
inmate’s
prison wages.
Business > Page 17

By Zoe Brockman
Amy Dickinson

Middle school
teasing can turn
into bullying
in a hurry.
Live! > Page 2

Philanthropy is in public eye
For a reminder of the pervasive need
for giving, look at the Chicago landmarks
named for the families that endowed
them, or at the week’s news out of Japan
and the generosity it has inspired. Philanthropy has a rich tradition in Chicago.
The great family givers, with names like Field and
Adler and Crown, helped build the city and create a
sense of community spirit. It’s a natural topic for
Chicago Forward, our series of public policy discussions aimed at helping to improve Chicago.
You’re invited to join a conversation about philanthropy at 6 p.m. Tuesday in Thorne Auditorium at
Northwestern University Law School, 375 E. Chicago Ave. We’ll take questions from the audience,
and everyone will have a chance to carry on the
conversation at a reception afterward.
Tickets are $10 for the event and a reception with
our panelists and audience, and are available
through our the Trib Nation Events page, Trib
Nation.com/Events or by calling 312-222-3348.
— James Janega, Trib Nation manager
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WINNING LOTTERY NUMBERS
ILLINOIS
March 14 Pick 3 midday.................... 537 March 14 Little Lotto...... 09 23 29 33 35
March 14 Pick 4 midday.................. 0690 March 14 Lotto ........... 13 18 19 22 25 44
March 14 Pick 3 evening ................... 732 March 14 Lotto jackpot ................ $6.5M
March 14 Pick 4 evening................. 4194 March 15 MegaMillion jackpot. $172M
March 16 Powerball jackpot........ $67M
INDIANA
March 14 Daily 3 midday .................. 258 March 14 Daily 3 evening ................. 098
March 14 Daily 4 midday ................ 4049 March 14 Daily 4 evening ............... 5659
March 14 Lucky 5 midday
March 14 Lucky 5 evening
......................................... 06 09 13 24 34
......................................... 04 22 27 28 33
MICHIGAN
March 14 Daily 3 midday .................. 501 March 14 Fantasy 5 ........ 03 10 12 32 38
March 14 Daily 4 midday ................ 8525 March 14 Keno ........... 01 05 07 08 09 12
March 14 Daily 3 evening ................. 887
26 28 46 49 51 53 55 59
March 14 Daily 4 evening ............... 4616
61 65 67 68 69 73 76 78
WISCONSIN
March 14 Pick 3 ................................... 314 March 14 SuperCash
March 14 Pick 4 ................................. 9845
................................... 02 04 09 14 34 37
March 14 Badger 5.......... 03 13 15 19 20

CORRECTIONS & CLARIFICATIONS
To report errors, call the Reader Help line at
312-222-3348 or e-mail readerhelp@tribune.com.

Stranded in central Tokyo after
Friday’s earthquake, my friend Aya
and I listened intently as an elderly
Japanese man told us the safest place
to be was in the middle of the central
plaza near Ikebukuro Station.
There, he explained, we would be
equidistant from both lines of skyscrapers surrounding us. They
loomed ominously as aftershocks
continued to rumble under our feet.
The gentleman noticed my anxious
glances and said not to worry. He
explained that we would be safe in the
plaza because the buildings were
designed not to topple sideways, like a
felled tree, but to crumble straight
down.
So Aya and I went and sat down in
the middle of the plaza. On the concrete in front of us, we emptied our
pockets and purses and took inventory. We had three boxes of chocolatefilled pretzel sticks, a bag of chips, our
cell phones (working only intermittently), an umbrella, and a book and
an iPod to keep us company. Looking
at our possessions and each other, we
felt in good shape, although Aya
cursed herself for deciding to wear
high heels.
In Japan, the school year ends in
March, and so we were ending our
first week of vacation. I’d been in
Japan for more than six months and
had gotten comfortable with most
aspects of my life far away from my
family’s farm in central Illinois. I got
up each morning in an apartment in
central Tokyo, took the train to my
all-girl high school, played pingpong
after school, came home each evening
to take a long bath in the relaxing
aroma of orange peels and finally
curled up, always exhausted, in my
roll-up bed stationed in the living
room.
But Friday, March 11, was far from
routine.
Aya and I were in our seats on the
fourth floor of the Sunshine Movie
Theater, getting ready to watch “The
Tourist,” starring Angelina Jolie and
Johnny Depp. I had just finished
gobbling up a packet of chocolatefilled pretzels and was wondering
how the other three packets could last
me through the two-hour movie if I
had already devoured one during the
previews, when I began to feel queasy.
Everything seemed to be rocking.
“Aya,” I whispered, “I feel — ”
At that moment, the whole theater
jolted side to side — and kept on jolting. The jolts were unpredictable,
speeding up then slowing down.
Many times I thought the shaking
had stopped, but then the jolts returned stronger than ever.
During one pause, the word jishin
(earthquake) rumbled throughout
the theater and lit the match of panic
inside of me. Aya grabbed my hand
and pulled me down in between the
seats. After the screen blacked out
following a particularly heavy shake,
couples gathered their belongings to
rush out of the theater, men pulling
their dates’ hands in panic.

Zoe Brockman, a 17-year-old from
Congerville, Ill., near Bloomington,
is an exchange student in Toyko
and was caught in Friday’s earthquake. This is her account.

Zoe Brockman, 17, lives on a farm in
central Illinois. She has been in Japan
for more than six months.

Aya and I grabbed our belongings
as well, but our hands stopped midair
when we overheard a conversation
between the young couple behind us.
“It’s OK — just don’t move,” a guy
told his girlfriend. “DON’T MOVE.”
With that, Aya and I squatted down
again. When the shaking finally
subsided, a theater representative
with a shaky voice asked us to please
evacuate, using the stairs.
We went down the four flights and
emerged into the gigantic crowd in
the streets of Ikebukuro. People were
milling about, looking as confused as
we were. “Aya, we need to get out of
here!” I cried. “We need to escape to a
park or something!”
This was when the kind gentleman
guided us to the center of the vast,
windy plaza.
Everyone in Ikebukuro — thousands upon thousands of people —
wished to go home. There were lines a
quarter mile long to catch buses and
taxis. People surrounded the koban
(police station), yelling out questions.
A train announcer kept repeating,
“We are deeply sorry for the inconvenience. We do not know when the
trains will commence to move again.”
Aya’s parents realized this as well,
and since the roads were gridlocked,
they began to walk across Tokyo to
come and get us. By the time they
arrived — eight hours after the quake
and four hours since they set out
from home — they looked exhausted.
Aya’s mother, a tall woman with a big
laugh, was carrying a 4-year-old
dachshund, Coco, in a pouch in front
of her like a baby while Aya’s father
had a mountain-climbing bag that he
opened to give Aya a change of shoes
and an overcoat.
Aya’s father collapsed on a chair to
rest, but her mother refused to sit,

saying she knew she would not be
able to get up if she did. They then
told us how sidewalks throughout
Tokyo were packed with people — all
trying to get home. Their eyes got
wide when they told us about the
gigantic, rushing tsunami waves they
saw in a river near Ochanomizu,
close to the center of Tokyo. “Those
waves — it was nothing like I have
ever seen before,” Aya’s mother said.
Perhaps because I still did not
know of the disastrous effects of the
9.0 magnitude earthquake on the
northern part of Japan, or maybe
because I was punchy from exhaustion — I found myself laughing frequently as we began the long walk
back to Aya’s house. It was dark and
cold and, when I think of it now, a bit
unsafe to be walking across a large
city at night. But there was a lightness in my step and in my heart as we
walked, with Aya’s father stopping
often to stretch and to rest. We passed
baseball stadiums, Ferris wheels,
large college campuses, the Sumida
River and the newly constructed Sky
Tree tower. I was thankful that I was
able to see all of these sights on a dark
night with a sliver of moon overhead.
We stopped to stock up on ready-toeat rice and other foods and carried
them up to the sixth floor of their
apartment building. It seemed that
the apartment had been ransacked by
vandals. But it was the earthquake
that had caused CDs and books to fall
to the floor, a bottle of soy sauce to
break and fill the house with salty
fumes, and the china to be perched
precariously, looking as if it would
fall any minute.
Having safely walked through
Tokyo and arrived safely home, Aya
and I had brushed off the earthquake
as minor. Aya said it would not go
down in history. Then we turned on
the TV.
Images of flooded towns, fires at
nuclear plants, tsunami waves crashing into houses and blowing them to
smithereens filled the broadcast …
and on the screen, a tally: “Over 500
lives lost and counting.”
The awful truth hit me like another
seismic shock: As I had waited in the
plaza in Ikebukuro, as I had been
walking home, as I had been laughing
with Aya, towns had been destroyed
and people were dying. All at once my
energy drained and I craved sleep
more than anything in the world.
As I lay down in Aya’s room and
closed my eyes, scenes rushed across
my mind — of Ikebukuro and the
traffic jams and the awful devastation
and death shown on television. Finally, the kind, worried voices of my
family and friends in Japan and in
America rang in my ears. I remembered pointing out the slice of moon
on our walk home, shining on people
I loved here and on the other side of
the Earth.
As I faded into dreamland, I hoped
with all my might that when I woke
up the next morning, everything
would turn out to be just a horrible
dream.
Yet still the nightmare continues.
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AFFORDABLE
SENIOR
HOUSING
An elegant carefree lifestyle
tyle full of activities,
vities
movies, dancing and fine dining in the

#1 MOST AFFORDABLE
retirement community in the
Northwest suburbs making us
the perfect choice for senior living.

Studio Apartments start as
low as $1095 a month

SUPPORTIVE LIVING FACILITY
Medicaid will reimburse Asbury for a
qualifying resident’s cost of service

FOR THE PRICE OF YOUR
SOCIAL SECURITY CHECK
OR AS LITTLE AS $603
Medical Services Included
• Assistance with Personal Needs
• Nursing Staff On Site

• CNAs 24 hours
• Medication

Asbury Court
1750 Elmhurst Road, Des Plaines

847.228.1500
*Not valid on existing deposits.
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